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Summary
Using ADNI florbetapir PET data, we previously demonstrated improved power to track
longitudinal fibrillar Aβ changes and evaluate Aβ-modifying treatments using a cerebral white
matter (Chen et al., 2015) for SUVR calculation (SUVRcwm). In addition to our previous data
uploads, we now completed SUVRcwm for total 2052 number of visits for total 1086 subjects. In
addition, we also completed the computation of the SUVR with the cerebellar reference region
(SUVRcereb).

Methods
Part 1, SUVRcwm value for each visit of each patent was computed using the WM (eroded corpus
callosum/centrum semiovale) reference ROIs. We examined the FDG-PET measured CMRgl
association separately with SUVRcwm and with SUVRcereb in patients with AD, mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) and in cognitively unimpaired controls (NCs). The summary indices used for
CMRgl are the hypometabolic convergence index (Chen et al., 2011) and statistical region of
interest (Chen et al., 2010). The sROI and HCI are also part of the data upload. For more details
about sROI and HCI, please see our companioning writing ‘Trajectories of AD related cerebral
glucose hypometabolism in individuals prior to their progression to MCI/dementia’.
Part 2, Image Processing Steps and Names and Versions of Software used
All images downloaded from LONI (http://adni.loni.usc.edu/methods/pet-analysis/preprocessing/) were fully processed by LONI (Co-registered dynamic, Averaged, Standardized
Image and Voxel Size, and Uniform Resolution). The images were then spatially normalized to
the SPM template using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging, UCL, UK) in
MATLAB R2013a (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The in-house developed procedure was used to
calculate the SUVR values with the cerebral white matter reference region and the cerebellar
reference region.
Results
For cross-sectional baseline data, our results show that the correlation of either HCI or sROI with
SUVRcwm is significantly stronger than that with SUVRcereb for AD patients (p<0.001), for MCI
patients (p<0.001) and for NC patients (overall p<0.01). However, such stronger association was
only observed in MCI patients for the longitudinal data (p<0.0001). Interestingly, more
longitudinal SUVRcereb deposits was paradoxically correlated with longitudinal CMRgl increase
in AD patients (p=0.024) and in NC (p=0.012).
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Uploaded data:
We uploaded all SUVR value included in our analysis.
Conclusions
As shown in our results, the use of white matter as a reference region for SUVR to quantify betaamyloid deposits possesses a significantly stronger cross-sectional correlation with HCI or sROI
than the use of cerebellar reference region in AD, MCI and NC groups. Such stronger correlation
was also observed longitudinally in MCI patients. Additional studies are needed to confirm our
findings especially the longitudinal ones. Overall, the use of white matter as a reference region
for florbetapir PET can potentially characterize the negative impact of fibrillary beta-amyloid on
neuronal activities in addition to serve as a better, more stable biomarker of beta-amyloid load.
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